
Come Visit Our Showroom Location at
1824 SE 22nd St.

Oklahoma City, OK  73129  

1-405-627-2245

Family Owned and Operated 
Contact Ground Zero and place your order today!

 

1-877-880-1351
1-580-336-1351
1-918-399-3069

Visit our website and order online at:
www.groundzeroshelters.com

 

  

“Let Our Family Help Protect Yours!”
 

Best Value and Services Guaranteed! 

Over 90,000 est. Installed



???
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 Will elderly or handicap people ever be using this shelter? 

 Will pets ever need access to this shelter? 

 Are you limited on space in your garage or yard? 

 Are you more comfortable above ground or below ground? 

  

  

 

Do you prefer a door to slide or to swing?

 

 

Do you prefer to walk in or climb down into your shelter?

 

 

Is an indoor or outdoor shelter right for you?

  

Do you prefer the shelter to be close to or further away from the house?

  Do you have the necessary width and height clearance for your
installation type?  

Which Shelter Works
Best for You?

Questions to ask yourself... 

Contractor guarantees that the work will be of professional quality. 

 
 

Our goal is outstanding customer service.

We have an A+ rating with the BBB and A rating on Angie’s List.

 
 

 
 

Every shelter is manufactured
in Perry, Oklahoma.
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"Ground Zero installed an underground storm shelter for us. They were incredibly prompt and professional, 
and dealing with them for payment processing was a breeze. They helped us decipher all the forms we filled 
out, and they did exactly what they said they were going to do. We couldn't have asked for a better 
experience, or a more cost efficient way to make our family safer" stated Sara B., Moore, OK.

"They arrived on time and completed the work in the time frame promised. They did a great job cleaning up 
their work area. I would not hesitate to recommend their services based on my own experience" reported 
Rhonda T., Noble, OK.       

“Job well done today installing our shelter. We were moved up early into a cancelled spot to accommodate 
my husband’s deployment and the men who installed our shelter were polite, professional and fast. Looks 
great and we are very satisfied customers” said Melissa T., Oklahoma City, OK.

“The sales people were very informative and accurate in their information. The process from the time we 
signed up to the point that the installation people drove away went smoothly they were a well-oiled 
machine! After the unit was in, the installation supervisor went through the “how to’s” for us again and 
gave several very useful suggestions about how to make the unit more habitable and safe” stated Scott M., 
Midwest City, OK.

Meets FEMA standards 320, 361 ICC 500 and carries engineer seal. 

Impact tested by Texas Tech Wind and Science Institute.

US. PAT.   8,176,692; 8,511,005; 8,991,112

Customer’s Testimonies:

66

Additional Welded Safe
Room Options:

Door on left.
Door on right.
Door on end.

Hinged on left.
Hinged on right.

36” door standard.
24” door available on custom units.

Custom sizes available.

Welded Safe Room
Available in 4’x 6’ and 4’x 8’ sizes.

Order online at:

A PROVEN &
TESTED DESIGN

FOR OVER
15 YEARS!

Be Ready For
An EF5 Tornado!

www.groundzeroshelters.com



  

Deluxe Installation 

Special Features for Deluxe Installation
 

 
Ready-mix concrete from top to bottom on all four sides, magnesium anode,

dust free installation, two ways to exit with an added hand winch to
open the door with up to 2 tons of debris on it.

 

    

 
 

  

  

A section of concrete is 
cut and removed, 
the hole is dug to
the proper depth.

 

Step 1 

Step 4 

Step 3 

Step 2 

  

 

 
 
 

Dirt Backfilled and then topped with Quikrete® following engineering
specifications. There are two ways to exit.

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Step 1  

Step 4  

Step 3  

Step 2
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Standard Installation

A Magnesium Anode
is buried and the

shelter is placed in the hole.

The Deluxe shelter is
surrounded on all four sides

with ready mix concrete
with no dirt backfill.

The finished install will
have concrete slightly raised

to redirect water, a come-along
in the shelter, and the doors are

installed to complete the process.

A section of concrete is 
cut and removed,
the hole is dug to
the proper depth.

Following the engineering
specifications, the shelter is
backfilled with dirt and then 
topped off with Quikrete®.

Finished install with concrete
slightly raised to redirect

water,  and then the doors
are installed to complete

the process.

Special Features for Standard Installation

The shelter is placed
in the hole.

Lifetime Warranty* Lifetime Warranty*

Burying Magnesium Anode. Come-along inside the shelter. 39” x 7’ x 56” crimp to crimp. 60” x 7’ x 61” crimp to crimp.
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Contractor guarantees that the work will be of professional quality. 

 
 

Our goal is outstanding customer service.

We have an A+ rating with the BBB and A rating on Angie’s List.

 
 

 
 

Every shelter is manufactured
in Perry, Oklahoma.
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"Ground Zero installed an underground storm shelter for us. They were incredibly prompt and professional, 
and dealing with them for payment processing was a breeze. They helped us decipher all the forms we filled 
out, and they did exactly what they said they were going to do. We couldn't have asked for a better 
experience, or a more cost efficient way to make our family safer" stated Sara B., Moore, OK.

"They arrived on time and completed the work in the time frame promised. They did a great job cleaning up 
their work area. I would not hesitate to recommend their services based on my own experience" reported 
Rhonda T., Noble, OK.       

“Job well done today installing our shelter. We were moved up early into a cancelled spot to accommodate 
my husband’s deployment and the men who installed our shelter were polite, professional and fast. Looks 
great and we are very satisfied customers” said Melissa T., Oklahoma City, OK.

“The sales people were very informative and accurate in their information. The process from the time we 
signed up to the point that the installation people drove away went smoothly they were a well-oiled 
machine! After the unit was in, the installation supervisor went through the “how to’s” for us again and 
gave several very useful suggestions about how to make the unit more habitable and safe” stated Scott M., 
Midwest City, OK.

Meets FEMA standards 320, 361 ICC 500 and carries engineer seal. 

Impact tested by Texas Tech Wind and Science Institute.

US. PAT.   8,176,692; 8,511,005; 8,991,112

Customer’s Testimonies:
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Safe Rooms / Panic Rooms
Protection from tornados and home intruders

 

   

Additional Bolt Together Safe
Room Options:

Door on left.
Door on right.
Door on end.

Made of 1/4” plate steel.
5 Locks including 1 deadbolt lock and 4 stainless steel sliding pins.

2 air vents in door for fresh air circulation.
Anchored to concrete using Hilti bolts.

Can withstand 10,000 PSI of sheer pressure per bolt.
Comes with GPS coordinates.

36” door is standard, with a 24” door available on custom units.
Inward swinging door for easier entry and exiting.

Powder coated tough!
We can customize to 9’x10’.

Bolt Together Safe Room
Available in 4’x 6’ and 4’x 8’ sizes

with 36” door only.

 Our Safe Rooms Are:


	1: Cover / Back
	2: 1-6
	3: 3-4
	4: 5-2

